
BARRETT, William Fletcher (1844–1925) 

Experimental physicist and pioneering psychical researcher, William Fletcher Barrett 

was born on 10 February 1844 in Kingston, Jamaica, where his father ran a station for the 

London Missionary Society.  The Barretts left Jamaica in 1848 and settled in Royston, 

Hertfordshire, where Barrett's father ran a Congregationalist chapel.  Barrett was educated at 

Manchester Grammar School and attended lectures at London's Royal College and Chemistry 

and the Royal School of Mines.  At the latter institution Barrett met John TYNDALL who in 

1863 hired Barrett as his assistant at the Royal Institution (RI).  Here Barrett greatly developed 

experimental skills and published researches on sensitive flames and radiation absorption.  

After a serious disagreement with the RI managers and Tyndall he left the RI in July 1866, but 

was soon found work teaching physical sciences in various London colleges. 

Barrett's considerable pedagogical experience helped him secure, in 1873, the 

professorship of experimental physics at the Royal College of Science for Ireland (RSCI) in 

Dublin.  He transformed the College's physics teaching, establishing the College's (and 

Ireland's) first systematic classes on experimental physics.  Barrett's physical researches at 

Dublin were sparse but included celebrated investigations of the extraordinary physical 

properties of magnetised metals and iron alloys, and studies of 'entoptic' vision.  He devoted 

much research time to championing Thomas A. Edison's inventions, teaching science to 

women and artisans, and organising welfare programmes for the Dublin poor.  He retired from 

the RCSI in 1910. 

In the late 1860s Barrett began investigating mesmerism and became convinced that 

certain 'sensitive' individuals possessed genuine 'exalted' mental powers that allowed them to 

share the thoughts of others.  In 1871 he started investigating spiritualism and became 

persuaded of the objective reality and supra-mundane cause of the 'manifestations'.  He 

presented his evidence for mesmerism and spiritualism at the 1876 British Association 



meeting, a highly controversial move that gained him many critics, and several allies including 

Henry SIDGWICK and F. W. H. MYERS, who would dominate the early Society for Psychical 

Research (SPR).  Barrett subsequently launched a national appeal for cases of mesmeric, 

spiritualistic, and related phenomena, many of which he investigated in his vacations.  With 

Sidgwick, Myers, Balfour STEWART and others he investigated cases of 'thought reading' which 

bolstered his conviction in the existence of 'thought-transference'.  Barrett's campaign for 

systematic scientific investigations of 'obscure' phenomena bore fruit in early 1882 when he 

oversaw the launch of the SPR. 

Barrett took a leading part in the SPR's initial investigations of telepathy, spiritualism, 

and Reichenbach's phenomena.  His most cited contribution to the SPR and to psychical 

research in general, was his extensive investigation of the history and practice of water 

dowsing, a study which upheld evidence for a genuine dowsing faculty.  From the early 1880s, 

Barrett's contributions to the SPR declined, partly because objected to the SPR's hostility 

towards spiritualism.  Barrett objected to many aspects of spiritualism but as a physicist and 

devout Christian, he emphasised that scientific investigations into the subject had profound 

intellectual and religious consequences: proof of the survival of human personality following 

bodily death, the vanquishing of materialism, and the demonstration of the spiritual 

significance of nature.  Like Oliver LODGE, Barrett distinguished between the physical and 

psychical realms, but frequently used the phenomena of physics — particularly the resonant 

phenomena of sound and radiation — to make psychical phenomena more plausible and 

intelligible. 

He was SPR President in 1904 but his later psychical investigations were criticised by 

SPR members for being inconclusive.  He was knighted in 1912 and died on 26 May 1925. 
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